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Non-uniform edge loading can cause unwanted wrinkling of a web. Here, Airy stress func-
tions are obtained by a modiﬁed Fourier series method for webs under non-uniform and
different edge loading on each side. The stress distributions of a web under non-uniform
edge loading only on one side are subjected to the effect of Saint-Venant’s principle. For
the web of small aspect ratio under non-uniform edge loading, the stress distribution
converges to a uniform distribution or a linear distribution with both the resultant force
and the resultant moment being equal to those of the applied loading. Conditions of wrin-
kling and the corresponding wrinkling modes of a web are found when the edge loadings
are different on each side. The non-uniformities and shapes of the applied edge loadings
result in different wrinkling conditions. Moreover, the non-uniformities together with
the shapes of the applied edge loadings on each side affect the wrinkling conditions.
 2008 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
Webs of paper, ﬁlm, sheet metal, and textile are commonly handled not only in many roll-to-roll machineries such as
industrial printing machines, roll coaters, and paper making machines but also in many stationary applications such as
shadowmasks of cathode ray tubes (CRTs), airplane wings, and airbag. The wrinkling as well as the bucking and the vibration
of a web in these applications is the main cause of the degradation of the quality of products. Non-uniform edge loading has
been known to cause the wrinkling (Lin and Mote, 1996) and buckling (Bert and Devarakonda, 2003; Jana and Bhaskar, 2006;
Wang et al., 2008) of a web. When the compressive stress exceeds a critical value associated with the ﬂexural stiffness, wrin-
kling or buckling of a web occurs. In many studies, the wrinkling of a web has been examined by FEM and analytic methods
(Lin and Mote, 1996; Gorman and Singhal, 1993; Timoshenko and Goodier, 1970) and web buckling problems have also been
investigated (Bert and Devarakonda, 2003; Jana and Bhaskar, 2006; Wang et al., 2008). In these studies, Airy stress functions
were obtained in a closed form for analyzing the wrinkling or buckling of a web under non-uniform and symmetric edge
loading along two opposite sides (identical loadings on both sides). However, in general, the shape of the edge loading on
one side of a web is likely different from that on the other side, leading to asymmetric edge loading. For example, because
the tension distributions of a web transported by rollers are dependent on the pressure distributions at the roller nips and
the traction of the rollers, (Benson et al., 1993) the different conditions at each roller could lead to different boundary load-
ings on each side of the web.
In this paper, Airy stress functions for the stress distributions and the wrinkling modes of a web are calculated under non-
uniform and asymmetric loadings (different loadings on each side) by using a modiﬁed Fourier series method. In addition,. All rights reserved.
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loading is also studied.2. Stress distribution due to non-uniform edge loading on one side only
The equation of a plate is given by Eq. (1) (Lin and Mote, 1996; Chia, 1980; Crawford and Atluri, 1975)T o
2w^
ox^2
 o
2bF
oy^2
o2w^
ox^2
þ 2 o
2bF
ox^oy^
o2w^
ox^oy^
 o
2bF
ox^2
o2w^
oy^2
þ Dr4w^ ¼ 0 ð1Þwith the biharmonic equationr4bF ¼ 0; ð2Þ
where w^ is the transverse displacement, bF is the Airy stress function describing non-uniform edge loading, T is uniform ten-
sion (per unit width), and x^ and y^ are coordinates. Membrane stiffness is given by D ¼ Eh3=½12ð1 m2Þ, where E is Young’s
modulus, h is thickness of the web, and m is Possion’s ratio. In Eq. (1), body force can be neglected because the weight of a
very thin web is very small as compared to the tension applied to it. In general, the von Karman plate theory is considered in
the case of a large deﬂection of the plate, that is, r4bF ¼ Eh½ðo2w=oxoyÞ2  ðo2w=ox2Þðo2w=oy2Þ (Chia, 1980; Crawford and
Atluri, 1975). However, the purpose of this paper is to study the wrinkling mode (eigenvalue problem) and thus, with the
assumption of a small deﬂection of the plate, the linear plate theory is considered, i.e., r4bF ¼ 0 (Lin and Mote, 1996). The
non-uniform edge loading results in non-zero stress distributions inside the plate because bF is the function of x^ and y^. There-
fore, these stress distributions should be properly determined.
Eqs. (1) and (2) are non-dimensionalized tow;xx  ðTxxw;xx þ 2Txyw;xy þ Tyyw;yyÞ þ er4w ¼ 0 ð3Þ
r4F ¼ 0 ð4Þwhere w ¼ w^=h, x ¼ x^=L, y ¼ y^=L, L is the length of a web, and the comma denotes partial differentiation. e is the dimension-
less membrane stiffness: e ¼ D=TL2. Txx is the normal stress distribution in the x direction, Tyy is the normal stress distribu-
tion in the y direction, and Txy is the shear stress distribution. These are obtained by Txx ¼ o2F=oy2, Txy ¼ o2F=oxoy, and
Tyy ¼ o2F=ox2, where F ¼ bF=TL2.
The prescribed boundary conditions of the stress distributions for the rectangular web under non-uniform normal edge
loading on one side only are given by following equations modifying those of Lin and Mote (1996):Txxð0; yÞ ¼
X~m
m¼1
km sin
mp
s
y
 
ð5Þ
Tyyðx;0Þ ¼ Tyyðx; sÞ ¼ 0 ð6Þ
Txyð0; yÞ ¼ Txyð1; yÞ ¼ 0 ð7Þ
Txyðx;0Þ ¼ Txyðx; sÞ ¼ 0 ð8ÞThe aspect ratio, s, is deﬁned as B/L, where B and L are the width and length of a web, respectively. km is the amplitude of
edge loading,m is an integer, and ~m is the last integer of the series. Note that the non-zero edge loading is given at edge x ¼ 0
only, and the edge loading at edge x ¼ 1, or Txxð1; yÞ, is not speciﬁed but to be determined. The edge loading conditions differ
from the case of Lin and Mote (1996) where the symmetric edge loading with respect to axis x ¼ 1=2, or Txxð0; yÞ ¼ Txxð1; yÞ,
is assumed.
The Airy function satisfying the given boundary conditions under symmetric (even) edge loading with respect to axis
y ¼ s=2 is given byF ¼
X~m
m¼1;3
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 
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ð9ÞwhereC1m ¼
 mps cosh mps
 þ sinh mps  
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 2 mp
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   ; C2m ¼ sinh mps
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Variatio
~p ¼ ~q
1
5
9
31
101D1p ¼
s
2 sinh
pps
4
 
pps
4 þ sinh pps4
   ; D2p ¼  cosh pps4
 
pps
4 þ sinh pps4
   ; D1q ¼ sinh qps
 
qp
s þ sinh qps
   ; D2q ¼  cosh qps
 
qp
s þ sinh qps
   :
Each of the three terms in Eq. (9) satisﬁes the biharmonic equation (Eq. (4)). The ﬁrst term in Eq. (9) satisﬁes the normal
stress boundary conditions. The second and third terms, satisfying zero normal stress distributions, satisfy the shear bound-
ary conditions when they are added to the ﬁrst term with properly chosen coefﬁcients Bp and Bq. Fig. 1(a)–(c) shows the
normal stress distributions (Txx and Tyy) and the shear stress distribution Txy of the web under the edge loading of
Txxð0; yÞ ¼ sinðpy=sÞ. As shown in these ﬁgures, all given boundary conditions are satisﬁed and the boundary loading on
x ¼ 1, or Txxð1; yÞ, is obtained and observed as the edge loading of large uniform plus small non-uniform perturbation.
Although the boundary condition Txxð1; yÞ is not speciﬁed, the boundary loading is appeared due to the effect of the pre-
scribed edge loading of Txxð0; yÞ ¼ sinðpy=sÞ. The larger the aspect ratio, s, the greater the effects of Txxð0; yÞ ¼ sinðpy=sÞ. Note
that the stress distributions appear to converge to uniform ones as they move farther away from the boundary where the
load is applied. Table 1 shows the variation of the largest compressive value of Tyy for different ~p values ð~p ¼ ~qÞ. As shown
in this table, the relative variation between ~p ¼ ~q ¼ 5 and ~p ¼ ~q ¼ 101 is about 1% and the relative variation between
~p ¼ ~q ¼ 9 and ~p ¼ ~q ¼ 101 is below 0.1%. Thus the values of ~p and ~q over than 5 can estimate F with a sufﬁcient convergence,
however, for the more sufﬁcient convergence, ~p ¼ ~q ¼ 31 is used in this paper.
The Airy function under the anti-symmetric (odd) edge loading with respect to axis y ¼ s=2 is also given by a similar form:F ¼
X~m
m¼2;4
km sin
mp
s
y
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s
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 h i
þ
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ð10Þwhere
C1m;C2m;D1q, and D2q are identical to those in Eq. (10). bD1p and bD2p are given as follows:bD1p ¼ s2 cosh pps4
 
pps
4 þ sinh pps4
   ; bD2p ¼  sinh pps4
 
pps
4 þ sinh pps4
   :
Fig. 2(a)–(c) shows Txx, Tyy, and Txy, respectively, of the web under the edge loading of Txxð0; yÞ ¼ sinð2py=sÞ. As shown in
these ﬁgures, all boundary conditions are satisﬁed and the boundary loading on x ¼ 1, or Txxð1; yÞ, is observed as the linearly
distributed edge loading. This is also the effect of the loading on x ¼ 0. Contrary to the case in Fig. 1, non-uniform perturba-
tion is not captured at x ¼ 1. Note that the stress distributions converge to linear distributions as they move farther away
from the boundary where the loading is applied.Fig. 1. Stress distributions in the web under edge loading of Txxð0; yÞ ¼ sinðpy=sÞ with s ¼ 1. (a) Txx , (b) Tyy , and (c) Txy.
n of largest compressive value of Tyy for different ~p values ð~p ¼ ~qÞ.
Largest compressive value of Tyy Variation relative to ~p ¼ ~q ¼ 101ð%Þ
0.1831 137.6
0.07801 1.22
0.07714 0.091
0.07707 0
0.07707 –
Fig. 2. Stress distributions in the web under edge loading of Txxð0; yÞ ¼ sinð2py=sÞ with s ¼ 1. (a) Txx , (b) Tyy , and (c) Txy .
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As discussed in the previous section and shown in Fig. 3, when a symmetric (even) edge loading, such as sinðpy=sÞ, is
applied, Txx becomes uniform and converges to the mean value of the applied loading, T1 ¼ 1s
R s
0 sinðmpy=sÞdy ¼ 2=mp
(for example, T1 ¼ 0:6366 for m ¼ 1), as x increases or in other words, as it moves farther away from the edge. In addition,R s
0 Txxðx1; yÞdy ¼
R s
0 Txxðx2; yÞdy = constant holds for two arbitrary values x1 and x2, implying that the normal stress in the x
direction attains equilibrium at any point in the direction. Thus, the stress distributions and, consequently, their Airy func-
tion are physically acceptable and can demonstrate the Saint-Venant’s principle.
In the case of an anti-symmetric (odd) loading, for example,m ¼ 2, as shown in Fig. 4, Txx becomes linear and converges to
T2 ¼ A y s2
 
, where A makes the resultant moment equal to that of applied one:X
M ¼
Z s
0
y sinðmpy=sÞdy ¼
Z s
0
yA y s
2
 
dy ð11Þwhere A ¼ 12=mps. Note that intercept T2jy¼0 ¼ 6=mp is independent of s and becomes 0.9549 for m ¼ 2.
For small s (for example, s 6 0:5), when a symmetric edge loading is applied, the stress distribution converges to a uni-
form distribution with the resultant force being equal to that of the applied loading. However, when an anti-symmetric edgeFig. 3. Txxðx; yÞ with m ¼ 1 and s ¼ 0:5 at x ¼ 0: ––, x ¼ 0:25: -–-, x ¼ 0:5:---, and x ¼ 1: —.
Fig. 4. Txxðx; yÞ with m ¼ 2 and s ¼ 0:5 at x ¼ 0: ––, x ¼ 0:25: -–-, x ¼ 0:5: ---, and x ¼ 1: —.
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moment being equal to those of the applied loading. In fact, a uniform distribution has a resultant moment equal to zero
and so does a symmetric edge loading. Therefore, we can also say that the stress distribution due to a symmetric edge load-
ing converges to a uniform distribution with both the resultant force and the resultant moment being equal to those of the
applied loading. Thus, for small, the boundary loading Txxð1; yÞ can be determined from Eqs. (9) or (10), and we can specify it
as a prescribed boundary condition:Txxð1; yÞ ¼
X~m
m
km
2
mp for symmetric loading ðm is oddÞ ð12aÞ
¼
X~m
m
km
12
mps
y s
2
 
for anti-symmetric loading ðm is evenÞ ð12bÞ4. Wrinkling due to non-uniform edge loading on one side only
Consider again the dimensionless equation of the web under the edge loading of 1þ Txxð0; yÞ:
w;xx  ðTxxw;xx þ 2Txyw;xy þ Tyyw;yyÞ þ er4w ¼ 0 ð3ÞIn general, in spite of the non-uniformity of the tension applied (edge loading) along the width of the web, the mean value
of the tension applied is maintained by a tension control mechanism. In the work of Lin and Mote (1996),
Txxð0; yÞ ¼ k sinðpy=sÞ is assumed for the non-uniform component of the edge loading, where the mean value of the edge
loading depends on k. In this paper, however, the non-uniform component of the edge loading is assumed to be
Txxð0; yÞ ¼ k½sinðpy=sÞ  2=p in order to guarantee an identical mean value of the tension, regardless of the value of k, as
shown in Fig. 5. The web is under non-uniform loading with k½sinðpy=sÞ  2=p in addition to a uniform tension on one side.
Thus, the entire edge loading is 1þ k½sinðpy=sÞ  2=p and the mean value is 1 per unit length in the y direction. This is equiv-
alent, in terms of the resultant magnitude, to the case where a unit mean tension is uniformly distributed along the y direc-
tion. From this assumption, we can examine the wrinkling condition of the web with different non-uniformities but the same
mean value.
The eigenvalue problem is given byL½w ¼ kM½w ð13Þ
where L½ ¼ o2=ox2 þ er4 andM½ ¼ Txxo2=ox2 þ 2Txyo2=oxoyþ Tyyo2=oy2. The eigenvalue problem of a web with simply sup-
ported boundary conditions is solved by the Rayleigh–Ritz method with the following comparison functions (Lin and Mote,
1996; Meirovitch, 1967):wij ¼ sinðipxÞ sinðjpy=sÞ ð14Þ
where i; j ¼ 1;2;3; . . .
Although, in real applications, two boundaries are simply supported over rollers and are free on the lateral edges, the case
where all edges are simply supported is studied for the comparison with the work of Lin and Mote. For e ¼ 106 and s ¼ 0:5,
the web under non-uniform edge loading applied on one side only has the smallest positive eigenvalue, kpcr ¼ 0:2070, and the
largest negative eigenvalue, kncr ¼ 0:2889 (Case I). When the web is under the same non-uniform edge loadings applied on
both sides, the smallest positive and largest negative eigenvalues are found at kpcr ¼ 0:1498 and kncr ¼ 0:2889, respectively
(Case II). In both Case I and Case II, the smallest positive eigenvalues differ from each other, but the largest negative eigen-
values are almost identical. This feature could be explained as follows: wrinkling occurs due to a negative normal stress in
the y direction or Tyy. In the case of a positive k, a negative Tyy starts at some distance from the edge to the center, as shown in
Fig. 6, in which the values of the normal stress distributions in the ydirection at y ¼ s=2 for several different aspect ratios are
plotted. Fig. 6 also reveals that as the aspect ratio, s, increases, the negative area of Tyy increases and spreads in the oppositeT=1 
λ
 
Tension  Web  
y 
x 
Fig. 5. Web under edge loading of 1þ k½sinðpy=sÞ  2=p with the mean value of 1 per unit length.
Fig. 6. Tyyðx; s=2Þ for m ¼ 1 with different aspect ratios, s ¼ 2: , s ¼ 1:5: ––, s ¼ 1: ----, s ¼ 0:5: -–-, and s ¼ 0:25: —.
856 C.H. Kim / International Journal of Solids and Structures 46 (2009) 851–859direction. If an identical edge loading is applied on both sides, there is a larger negative Tyy area (in absolute magnitude) in
Case II than in Case I because the edge loading applied on one side induces an additional negative Tyy on the opposite side of
the web. This is more effective in the case of large s (Fig. 6). Thus, a web under two-sided edge loading is wrinkled more
easily than that under one-sided edge loading. Consequently, the smallest positive eigenvalue of the former is smaller than
that of the latter. When k is negative, however, a negative Tyy starts from the edge and ends in the vicinity of the edge, and
the edge loading applied induces negative Tyy in the vicinity of the edge only (consider the mirror image of Fig. 6 about the
x-axis). Therefore, the edge loading applied on one side does not induce an additional negative Tyy on the opposite side of the
web, and wrinkling occurs independently in the vicinity of the edge. Accordingly, the largest negative eigenvalues are almost
identical in both Case I and Case II.
The wrinkling modes for each eigenvalue are shown more clearly in Figs. 7 and 8. When kncr ¼ 0:2889, the wrinkling is
limited to the vicinity of the edge, but when kpcr ¼ 0:2070, the wrinkling spreads from the edge to the center and then to the
other edge. Table 2 shows the variation of kpcr and k
n
cr when the number of terms in the comparison functions (i and j of Eq.
(14)) increases. ikcr is the value of k
p
cr or k
n
cr when iði ¼ jÞ terms are used. As shown in Table 2, kpcr converges to 0.2070 rapidly
after i ¼ 18, but kncr requires more terms to converge. When the convergence criterion is j(i+1kcr-ikcr)/i+1kcrj < 0.01%,Fig. 7. Wrinkling patterns in a web under edge loading of Txxð0; yÞ ¼ k½sinðpy=sÞ  2=p with k ¼ kpcr ¼ 0:2070.
Fig. 8. Wrinkling patterns in a web under edge loading of Txxð0; yÞ ¼ k½sinðpy=sÞ  2=p with k ¼ kncr ¼ 0:2889.
Table 2
Variation of kpcr and k
n
cr for different number of terms in comparison functions.
iði ¼ jÞ kpcr j ðiþ1kpcr  ikpcrÞ=iþ1kpcr j ð%Þ kncr j ðiþ1kncr  ikncrÞ=iþ1kncr j ð%Þ
5 0.6321 56.24 5.3502 39.73
16 0.2073 (0.20725) 0.232 0.4684 9.65
17 0.2071 (0.20709) 0.077 0.4326 8.28
18 0.2070 (0.20704) 0.030 0.4038 7.13
30 0.2070 (0.20702) 0 0.2914 (0.29141) 0.649
31 0.2070 (0.20702) 0 0.2900 (0.28995) 0.503
32 0.2070 (0.20702) 0 0.2889 (0.28894) 0.350
37 0.2070 (0.20702) 0 0.2875 (0.28748) 0.028
38 0.2070 (0.20702) 0 0.2874 (0.28743) 0.017
39 0.2070 (0.20702) 0 0.2874 (0.28741) 0.007
C.H. Kim / International Journal of Solids and Structures 46 (2009) 851–859 857kncr ¼ 0:2874 ði ¼ 39Þ, but when the convergence criterion is ji+1kcr-ikcr/i+1kcrj < 0.5%, kncr ¼ 0:2889 ði ¼ 32Þ. The difference be-
tween kncr ¼ 0:2889 and kncr ¼ 0:2874 is 0.5% and, based on this convergence study, i ¼ 32 can be used with sufﬁcient conver-
gence for the analysis of a wrinkling criteria.
5. Stress distribution due to different non-uniform edge loadings on each side
The Airy function for the stress distribution of a web under the edge loading at x ¼ 1 only can be obtained from the mirror
images of the Airy functions given by Eqs. (9) and (10):F ¼
X~m
m¼1;3
km sin
mp
s
y
 
C1m cosh
mp
s
x
 
þ C2mx sinh mps x
 h i
þ
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2
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2
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2
  
þ D2p y s2
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pp
2
y s
2
  h i
þ
X~q
q¼1;3
Bq sin
qp
s
y
 
D1q cosh
qp
s
x
 
þ D2qx sinh qps x
 h i
ð15ÞThe Airy function for an anti-symmetric edge loading with respect to y ¼ s=2 is as follows:F ¼
X~m
m¼2;4
km sin
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s
y
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s
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 
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 h i
þ
X~p
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bBp sin pp2 ðxþ 1Þ
  bD1p sinh pp2 y s2
  
þ bD2p y s2
 
cosh
pp
2
y s
2
  h i
þ
X~q
q¼2;4
Bq sin
qp
s
y
 
D1q cosh
qp
s
x
 
þ D2qx sinh qps x
 h i
ð16ÞIn the case where each side of a rectangular web has different boundary conditions, we can ﬁnd the stress distributions by
superposing the stress distributions from each Airy function satisfying the corresponding boundary conditions. For example,
consider a plate with small sðs ¼ 0:5Þ subjected to an edge loading of 2k3=3pþ k1 sinðpy=sÞ at x ¼ 0 and 2k1=pþ k3 sinð3py=sÞ
at x ¼ 1, respectively, where k1 ¼ k3 ¼ 1. The uniform terms 2k3=3p and 2k1=p are caused by the non-uniform loading on
opposite side or k3 sinð3py=sÞ and k1 sinðpy=sÞ, respectively. In these case, based on Eq. (12a), the boundary conditions of
Txx could be speciﬁed as follows:Txxð0; yÞ ¼ 2k3=3pþ k1 sinðpy=sÞ ð17Þ
Txxð1; yÞ ¼ 2k1=pþ k3 sinð3py=sÞ ð18ÞThe stress distributions are found to be the combination of Airy functions or combinations of Eqs. (9) and (15). Txx is
shown in Fig. 9. As shown in the Fig. 9, the boundary conditions are satisﬁed and uniform offsets at each boundary are found
from calculations to be 2k3=3p ¼ 0:2122 and 2k1=p ¼ 0:6366.
6. Wrinkling due to different non-uniform edge loadings on each side
Consider a web where the edge loadings of 1þ k1½sinðpy=sÞ  2=p and 1þ k2½sinðpy=sÞ  2=p are applied on the two
opposite sides with different magnitudes of k1 and k2, as shown in Fig. 10. Note that the resultant mean tensions at each side
are identical, that is, 1 per unit length.
Fig. 9. Txx of a web under edge loading of Txxð0; yÞ ¼ 2k3=3pþ k1 sinðpy=sÞ and Txxð1; yÞ ¼ 2k1=pþ k3 sinð3py=sÞ, where k1 ¼ k3 ¼ 1.
T=1 
λ1 λ2 
Web Tension Tension 
x 
y 
T=1 
Fig. 10. Web under edge loadings of 1þ k1½sinðpy=sÞ  2=p and 1þ k2½sinðpy=sÞ  2=p on two opposite sides with different magnitudes of k1 and k2.
858 C.H. Kim / International Journal of Solids and Structures 46 (2009) 851–859The eigenvalues of the web with s ¼ 0:5, e ¼ 106, and k1 ¼ 0 are found to be kp2cr ¼ 0:2070 and kn2cr ¼ 0:2889, and the
values of k2cr depending on k1 are plotted in Fig. 11. In this analysis, i ¼ j ¼ 32 is also used as the number of terms of the com-
parison functions. If k1 is larger than k
p
1cr ¼ 0:2070 or smaller than kn1cr ¼ 0:2889, then kp2cr and kn2cr are trivial solutions. In the
region of non-trivial solutions, the negative eigenvalue kn2cr is almost constant. The positive eigenvalue k
p
2cr decreases with a
gentle slope in the case of a negative k1; however, it decreases rapidly with k1, in the case of a positive k1. In other words, if an
additional edge loadingwith a convex center acts on the opposite side, thewebwith the convex center is wrinkledmore easily
than that with the concave center. On the contrary, the additional edge loading with a concave center acting on the opposite
side does not signiﬁcantly affect the condition of wrinkling, irrespective of the shape of the existing edge loading. Because the
edge loading with a convex center induces a negative normal stress in the width direction (negative Tyy), spreading over the
large area of the web, the additional edge loading on the opposite side with a convex center adds a negative Tyy to the existing
negative Tyy, causing wrinkling to occur more easily.
7. Conclusions
In this study, the general form of the Airy stress function of a web under non-uniform and different edge loadings on each
side from one another is obtained using a modiﬁed Fourier series method. The stress distributions of the web under a non-
uniform edge loading on one side only are calculated, and the corresponding Airy function is found to verify the effect of
Saint-Venant’s principle. For a small aspect ratio, when an arbitrary non-uniform edge loading is applied, the stress distri-Fig. 11. Values of k2cr depending on k1, k
p
2cr: —, k
n
2cr: - --.
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aspect ratio, however, the boundary loading is not completely equalized at the opposite boundary and consequently, the
stress distribution approaches a uniform (not exactly uniform) one or a linear (not exactly linear) one. When the web is
under a non-uniform edge loading, the smallest positive degree of non-uniformity (ratio of the amplitudes between that
of non-uniform loading and that of uniform loading) that initiates the wrinkling is signiﬁcantly affected by the edge loading
on the opposite side. However, the largest negative degree of non-uniformity is not affected considerably by the edge loading
on the opposite side. An additional edge loading with a convex center applied on the opposite side wrinkles the web with the
convex center more easily than that with the concave center.
When a web is only under non-uniform loading without uniform tension, Eq. (3) becomesðTxxw;xx þ 2Txyw;xy þ Tyyw;yyÞ þ er4w ¼ 0 ð19Þ
Because Txx, Txy, and Tyy are functions of km, the value of km is associated with the buckling coefﬁcient. Further study on
the buckling problem of webs under non-uniform and asymmetric edge loadings could be dealt with as another issue.
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